Retouche 2009
The Winemaker’s Notes
A mere 62 cases of Retouche were made. Retouche pays homage to the historical practice of “Hermitaging” wines in Bordeaux during
the 1800’s. Winemakers in Bordeaux added Syrah (often from the famous vineyards in Hermitage) to their wines to add warmth, roundness
and comfort-characters sometimes missing from the structured, powerful Cabernet Sauvignon.
It would be incorrect to simply call Retouche a Cab/Syrah. We conducted dozens of trials with various barrel samples and different percentages
of Syrah to achieve the result we were looking for. In the end we succeeded, adding only enough Syrah to our Cabernet Sauvignon that it sits
invisibly behind the Cabernet filling in the gaps. After all, it wasn’t until the late 1900s that the world learned about this fraudulent practice
in Bordeaux.

Recommended Food Pairing
South Western French dishes are a natural fit with the slightly spicy flavours of the Pyrenees. Braised rabbit and prune, sweetbreads and
Perigord black truffles are all lovely matches.

Accolades and Reviews
91 Points - John Schreiner: “This wine, to be released in the fall of 2012, revisits a once traditional Bordeaux practice called “hermitaging” which involved
blending some Rhône reds into the Bordeaux wine. Care was taken in the blending not to submerge the Cabernet Sauvignon’s characteristics. There still is a
touch of bell pepper in the aroma of spicy red berries. The texture is fleshy, with flavours of plum, fig and a hint of tobacco.”
91 Points - David Lawrason: “This is a fine example of sturdy, balanced yet restrained southern B.C. red. I like the way the Syrah fills out the middle of the
Cabernet, without really altering the Cab flavour profile. It's full bodied and fairly dense with some alcohol, but the tannins are nicely refined and customary
southern Okanagan heat is dialled back. Excellent focus and length. Best 2014 to 2020.” Tasted February 2012.
90 Points - John Szabo (Master Sommelier): “There's an inviting range of aromas on the nose in this cabernet syrah blend, where dark berry-cassis and
uplifted herbal nuances join some black pepper and creamier, riper syrah notes. The palate is firm and quite gritty, with sandy-dusty tannins that will demand
another 2-3 years minimum I’d expect before the texture softens. Tightly wound and more old world in style all around, with fine depth and length.”
Tasted February 2012.

The Details
Grape Variety:

70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Syrah

Region:

Golden Mile and Black Sage Bench,
Oliver, B.C. , Canada

Vineyard:

Combret and Lavender Ridge

Soil Type:

Fluvial fan; clay, schist /
glacio fluvial; sand

Age of Vines:

Cabernet 20 plus, Syrah 4

Harvested:

Sept 29th, Oct 6th

Yield:

Average of 2 Tons/Acre

Production Size:

62 cases

Sweetness:

Dry

Alcohol:

14.9%

Aging:

18 months in French oak, 60% new
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